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Abstract
Early observations of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) provide essential clues for understanding the
progenitor system that gave rise to the terminal thermonuclear explosion. We present exquisite ob-
servations of SN 2019yvq, the second observed SN Ia, after iPTF 14atg, to display an early flash of
emission in the ultraviolet (UV) and optical. Our analysis finds that SN 2019yvq was unusual, even
when ignoring the initial flash, in that it was moderately underluminous for a SN Ia (Mg ≈ −18.5 mag
at peak) yet featured very high absorption velocities (v ≈ 15, 000 km s−1 for Si II λ6355 at peak). We
find that many of the observational features of SN 2019yvq, aside from the flash, can be explained if
the explosive yield of radioactive 56Ni is relatively low (we measure M56Ni = 0.31 ± 0.05M) and it
and other iron-group elements are concentrated in the innermost layers of the ejecta. To explain both
the UV/optical flash and peak properties of SN 2019yvq we consider four different models: interaction
between the SN ejecta and a nondegenerate companion, extended clumps of 56Ni in the outer ejecta,
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a double-detonation explosion, and the violent merger of two white dwarfs. Each of these models has
shortcomings when compared to the observations; it is clear additional tuning is required to better
match SN 2019yvq. In closing, we predict that the nebular spectra of SN 2019yvq will feature either
H or He emission, if the ejecta collided with a companion, strong [Ca II] emission, if it was a double
detonation, or narrow [O I] emission, if it was due to a violent merger.
Keywords: supernovae: general — supernovae: individual (SN 2019yvq/ZTF19adcecwu) — surveys —
methods: observational
1. Introduction
There is now no doubt that Type Ia supernovae
(SNe Ia) are the result of thermonuclear explosions in
C/O white dwarfs (WDs) in multiple star systems (see
e.g., Maoz et al. 2014, and references therein). De-
spite this certainty, the nature of the binary companion,
which plays an essential role in driving the primary WD
towards explosion, remains highly uncertain.
Historically, most studies have focused on whether or
not the companion is also a WD, the double degener-
ate (DD) scenario (e.g., Webbink 1984), or some other
nondegenerate star, the single degenerate (SD) scenario
(e.g., Whelan & Iben 1973). In addition to this fun-
damental question, recent efforts have also focused on
whether or not sub-Chandrasekhar mass WDs can ex-
plode (e.g., Fink et al. 2010; Shen & Bildsten 2014;
Scalzo et al. 2014b; Polin et al. 2019a; Gronow et al.
2020) and the specific scenario in which the WD ex-
plodes (see Hillebrandt et al. 2013; Ro¨pke & Sim 2018,
and references therein).
Unfortunately, maximum light observations of SNe Ia
have not provided the discriminatory power necessary to
answer these questions and infer the progenitor system
(e.g., Ro¨pke et al. 2012).1 It has recently been recog-
nized that extremely early observations, in the hours
to days after explosion, may help to constrain which
progenitor scenarios are viable and which are not. In
particular, Kasen (2010) showed that for favorable con-
figurations in the SD scenario, the SN ejecta will collide
with the nondegenerate companion producing a shock
that gives rise to an ultraviolet/optical flash in excess of
the typical emission from a SN Ia.
The findings in Kasen (2010) launched a bevy of stud-
ies to search for such a signal (e.g., Hayden et al. 2010;
Ganeshalingam et al. 2011; Bianco et al. 2011; Nugent
et al. 2011; Olling et al. 2015), including several claims of
a detection of the interaction with a nondegenerate com-
panion (e.g., Cao et al. 2015; Marion et al. 2016; Hos-
∗ Hubble Fellow
1 Indeed, SNe Ia are standardizable candles precisely because they
are so uniform at this phase.
seinzadeh et al. 2017; Dimitriadis et al. 2019; though see
also Kromer et al. 2016; Shappee et al. 2018, 2019; Jiang
et al. 2018 for alternative explanations). In the mean-
time, it has been found that an early optical bump, or
flash, in the light curves of SNe Ia is not uniquely limited
to the SD scenario (e.g., Raskin & Kasen 2013; Piro &
Morozova 2016; Levanon & Soker 2017; Noebauer et al.
2017; Jiang et al. 2017; Maeda et al. 2018; Polin et al.
2019a; De et al. 2019; Magee & Maguire 2020).
Despite some observational degeneracies, early obser-
vations have and will continue to play a critical role
in understanding the progenitors of SNe Ia (e.g., early
photometry of SN 2011fe constrained the size of the ex-
ploding star to be . 0.02R, providing the most direct
evidence to date that SNe Ia come from WDs; Bloom
et al. 2012).
Here we present X-ray, ultraviolet (UV), and opti-
cal observations of the spectacular SN 2019yvq, only
the second observed SN Ia, after iPTF 14atg (Cao et al.
2015), to exhibit an early UV flash.2 SN 2019yvq de-
clined by ∼2.5 mag in the UV in the ∼3 d after discov-
ery followed by a more gradual rise and fall, typical of
SNe Ia, in the ensuing weeks. Our observations and anal-
ysis show that, even if the early flash had been obser-
vationally missed, we would conclude that SN 2019yvq
is unusual relative to normal SNe Ia. We consider sev-
eral distinct models to explain the origin of SN 2019yvq
and find that they all have considerable shortcomings.
Spectroscopic observations of SN 2019yvq obtained dur-
ing the nebular phase will narrow the range of potential
explanations for this highly unusual explosion.
Alongside this paper, we have released our open-
source analysis and the data utilized in this study.
These are available online at https://github.com/
adamamiller/SN19yvq.
2 “Excess” emission or early optical bumps have been observed and
claimed in many other SNe Ia (e.g., Goobar et al. 2015; Marion
et al. 2016; Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2017; Shappee
et al. 2019; Dimitriadis et al. 2019). These events lack a distinct
early decline in the UV, however, which distinguishes iPTF 14atg
and SN 2019yvq.
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2. Discovery and Observations
SN 2019yvq was discovered by K. Itagaki, and de-
tected at an unfiltered magnitude of 16.7 mag, in an
image obtained on 2019 Dec 28.74 UT.3 The tran-
sient candidate was announced ∼2 hr later on the
Transient Name Server (TNS), and given the desig-
nation AT 2019yvq (Itagaki 2019). Subsequent spec-
troscopic observations confirmed the SN nature of the
transient, with an initial report that the event was a
SN Ib/c, and subsequent spectra confirming the event as
a SN Ia.4 These spectroscopic observations also showed
SN 2019yvq to be at the same redshift as NGC 4441, its
host galaxy.
2.1. ZTF Photometric Observations
The Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al.
2019a; Graham et al. 2019; Dekany et al. 2020) simul-
taneously conducts multiple time-domain surveys using
the ZTF camera on the the Palomar Oschin Schmidt
48 inch (P48) telescope. SN 2019yvq was first detected
by ZTF on 2019 Dec 29.46, as part of the ZTF pub-
lic survey (see Bellm et al. 2019b). The automated
ZTF pipeline (Masci et al. 2019) automatically de-
tected SN 2019yvq using the image-differencing tech-
nique of Zackay et al. (2016). The candidate passed
internal thresholds (e.g., Mahabal et al. 2019), lead-
ing to the production and dissemination of a real-time
alert (Patterson et al. 2019) and the internal designa-
tion ZTF19adcecwu. The public alert included the po-
sition, α = 12h27′21.′′836, δ = +64◦47′59.′′87 (J2000),
and brightness, rZTF= 17.14±0.05 mag, which, together
with the Itagaki (2019) discovery report suggested the
SN was fading. There was an ∼8 d gap in ZTF observa-
tions prior to its initial detection of SN 2019yvq, mean-
ing ZTF nondetections cannot directly constrain the
time of explosion, texp. Continued monitoring with ZTF,
and follow-up with other telescopes, confirmed a spec-
tacular decline in the early emission from SN 2019yvq
(Figure 1).
The field of SN 2019yvq was additionally observed by
ZTF with nearly a nightly cadence as part of the ZTF
partnership Uniform Depth Survey (ZUDS; D. Gold-
stein et al., in prep.). Using images obtained as part
of the ZUDS program, we perform forced PSF photom-
etry at the location of SN 2019yvq following the proce-
3 UT times are used throughout this paper.
4 The initial classification is from Kawabata (2020), while the
SN Ia classifications are from Prentice, Mazzali, Teffs & Medler
and Dahiwale & Fremling (see https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/
search?&name=SN2019yvq).
Table 1. ZTF P48 Photometry of
SN 2019yvq
MJD flux σflux filter
(µJy) (µJy)
58846.4699 504.81 7.28 rZTF
58846.5385 374.33 4.99 iZTF
58846.5583 595.33 5.56 gZTF
58849.4489 487.54 7.75 rZTF
58849.5078 379.06 5.54 gZTF
Note— This table is available in its en-
tirety in a machine-readable form in
the online journal. A portion is shown
here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
Observed fluxes in the ZTF passbands,
no correction for reddening has been
applied. Due to poor observing con-
ditions, SN 2019yvq is not detected in
one gZTF and one iZTF image from
2020 March 09, and we therefore do not
provide a flux measurement for those
epochs.
dure described in Yao et al. (2019).5 The evolution of
SN 2019yvq in the gZTF, rZTF, and iZTF filters is shown
in Figure 1.
2.2. Swift UVOT and XRT Observations
Ultraviolet (UV) observations of SN 2019yvq were ob-
tained with the Ultra-Violet/Optical Telescope (UVOT;
Roming et al. 2005) onboard the Neil Gehrels Swift Ob-
servatory (hereafter Swift ; Gehrels et al. 2004) following
a time-of-opportunity request.6 Pre-SN UVOT refer-
ence images are limited to the uvw1, uvm2, and uvw2
filters. Therefore, accurate estimates of the SN flux in
the Swift u, b, and v filters are not possible. We estimate
the flux in the uvw1, uvm2, and uvw2 filters using a cir-
cular aperture with a 3′′ radius at the SN position, and
subtract the flux measured using an identical procedure
in the pre-SN images. For clarity, we only show the Swift
uvw1 and uvm2 light curves in Figure 1.7 Swift/UVOT
5 Images obtained as part of the ZTF public survey have not been
released, preventing us from applying our forced-PSF measure-
ments. We therefore only include forced-PSF measurements in
the analysis described herein. Our measurements are largely con-
sistent with those provided in the public ZTF alerts.
6 Swift ToO requests for SN 2019yvq (Swift Target ID: 13037) were
submitted by D. Hiramatsu, J. Burke, and S. Schulze.
7 The uvw2 evolution is nearly identical to uvm2. Furthermore,
the red leak associated with the uvw2 filter (see e.g., Breeveld
et al. 2011), in combination with the relatively red spectral en-
ergy distribution of SNe Ia, make it very difficult to interpret
uvw2 light curves of SNe Ia (see Brown et al. 2017 and references
therein). Therefore, unless otherwise noted, we exclude uvw2
measurements from the analysis below.
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Figure 1. Photometric evolution of SN 2019yvq, highlighting the initial decline observed in the light curve. gZTF, rZTF, and
iZTF observations are shown as filled green circles, open red circles, and filled golden crosses, respectively. Transparent symbols
show ZTF alert photometry, which is not included in our analysis (see text). UVOT uvw1 and uvm2 are shown as filled and open
squares, respectively. Upper limits are shown as downward pointing arrows. The lower axis shows time measured in rest-frame
days relative to the time of first light, tfl (see §4), while the upper axis shows time relative to the time of B-band maximum,
TB,max. Note that the horizontal axis is shown with a linear scale from 0 d ≤ t− tfl ≤ 3 d and a log scale for t− tfl > 3 d. Vertical
grey ticks show epochs of spectroscopic observations.
observations show that the initial decline seen in the
optical is even more dramatic in the UV.
While absolute flux measurements in the UVOT u, b,
and v filters are not available, if we assume the underly-
ing flux from the host is constant in time we can estimate
the time of B-band maximum, TB,max, from the relative
b-band light curve. Using a second-order polynomial, we
model the b-band light curve near peak (including ob-
servations between MJD> 58,855 and MJD< 58,871).
From this fit we estimate TB,max=58,863.33± 0.21 MJD.
In parallel with the Swift/UVOT observations, Swift
observed SN 2019yvq with its onboard X-ray telescope
(XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) between 0.3 and 10 keV
in the photon counting mode from 29 December 2019
through 27 February 2020. We analyzed the data with
the online tools of the UK Swift team8 that uses the
methods described in Evans et al. (2007) and Evans
et al. (2009) and the software package HEASOFT9 version
6.26.1 (Nasa High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive
Research Center (HEASARC) 2014).
To build the light curve of SN 2019yvq and test
whether transient X-ray emission is present at the SN
8 https://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects/
9 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/heasoft/
position, we stack the data of each Swift observing
segment. In the pre-SN observations from 2012, we
detect X-ray emission at the position of SN 2019yvq.
The average count rate in the 2012 observations is
0.0026± 0.0008 ct s−1 (0.3–10 keV). The detected count
rate during observations of SN 2019yvq is marginally
higher than in 2012, however, spectra of the two epochs
show no differences to within the uncertainties. There-
fore, the same source from 2012 dominates the ongoing
emission at the position of SN 2019yvq.
In the first epoch of XRT observations of SN 2019yvq,
corresponding to the time we would expect the X-ray
flux to be largest if the UV/optical flash is due to the
collision of the ejecta with either circumstellar mate-
rial or a nondegenerate companion, we marginally de-
tect emission at the position of SN 2019yvq with a count
rate of 0.0031+0.0017−0.0013 ct s
−1. This flux is identical to that
measured in 2012 to within the uncertainties. To esti-
mate an upper limit on the SN flux, we take the dif-
ference between the 2019 and 2012 flux measurements
and arrive at a 3σ upper limit on the SN count rate of
< 0.0057 ct s−1. The upper limits in future epochs of
XRT observations are less constraining than this first
epoch.
To convert count rate to flux, we extracted a spec-
trum of the 2019–2020 data set. The spectrum is ad-
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equately described with an absorbed power-law where
the two absorption components represent absorption in
the Milky Way and the host galaxy. The Galactic
equivalent neutral-hydrogen column density was fixed
to 2.03 × 1020 cm−2 (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016).
The best-fit suggests negligible host absorption, though
we note that the data do not constrain this parame-
ter, and a photon index10 of Γ = 1.9+1.0−0.5 (all uncer-
tainties at 90% confidence; χ2 = 30.8, with 32 degrees
of freedom assuming Cash statistics). From this fit
the unabsorbed count rate-to-energy conversion factor
is 5× 10−11 erg cm−2 ct−1.
From the count-rate conversion factor, we estimate an
upper limit on the X-ray flux of 2.9×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1
at the first epoch of Swift observations. At the distance
of SN 2019yvq (see §3), this corresponds to an X-ray lu-
minosity LX < 6.2×1040 erg s−1. This luminosity is sig-
nificantly lower than the ∼5×1044 erg s−1 estimate from
Kasen (2010) for the interaction between the SN ejecta
and a nondegenerate companion. However, this discrep-
ancy is not surprising as the X-ray emission is only ex-
pected to last for minutes to hours, and the Swift ob-
servations occurred at least 1.1 d after explosion (based
on the initial detection from Itagaki 2019).
2.3. Optical Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic observations of SN 2019yvq were initi-
ated because the transient passed the threshold criteria
for both the ZTF Bright Transient Survey (Fremling
et al. 2019) and the ZTF Census of the Local Universe
experiment (De et al. 2020). Our first spectrum was ob-
tained ∼2 d after discovery; additional spectroscopy was
obtained with a variety of telescopes and instruments
over the following ∼80 d. An observing log is listed in
Table 2. The spectra were reduced using standard pro-
cedures in IDL/Python/Matlab. The optical spectral
evolution of SN 2019yvq is illustrated in Figure 2.
3. NGC4441: the Host of SN2019yvq
NGC 4441 is the host galaxy of SN 2019yvq. Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) spectro-
scopic measurements of the nucleus of NGC 4441 yield
a heliocentric-recession velocity of 2663 km s−1 (zhelio =
0.00888; Abolfathi et al. 2018) and a template-matched
STARBURST classification for NGC 4441. Morpholog-
ically, NGC 4441 is classified as a peculiar, weakly-
barred, late-type lenticular galaxy (SABO+ pec; de
Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). SDSS images show a clear
dust lane near the center of the galaxy.
10 The photon index is defined as A(E) ∝ E−Γ.
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Figure 2. Observed spectral sequence of SN 2019yvq. Spec-
tra have been normalized by their median flux between
7200 A˚ and 7400 A˚. The phase of each observation relative
to TB,max is shown to the right of the individual spectra.
Prominent spectral features from intermediate mass elements
are highlighted with vertical dashed lines. Some of the spec-
tra show imperfect Telluric subtractions, giving rise to the
non-smooth features around λobs ≈ 7600 A˚.
Using the 2M++ model of Carrick et al. (2015),
we estimate a peculiar velocity towards NGC 4441 of
+328.6 km s−1, which combined with the recession veloc-
ity in the frame of the cosmic microwave background11
(CMB, vCMB = 2770.6 km s
−1), yields a total recession
velocity = 3099.2 ± 150 km s−1. The final uncertainty
in the total recession velocity is dominated by system-
atic uncertainties in the 2M++ model. The 2M++ es-
11 See https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/velocity calculator
6 Miller et al.
Table 2. Spectroscopic Observations of SN 2019yvq
tobs Phase Range
(MJD) (d) Telescope Instrument (A˚)
58848.27 −14.9 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58851.21 −12.0 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58852.07 −11.2 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58853.07 −10.2 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58854.22 −9.0 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58860.13 −3.2 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58860.34 −3.0 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58863.38 +0.0 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58866.50 +3.1 MMT Binospec 4645–6155
58872.61 +9.2 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250
58873.30 +9.9 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58875.54 +12.1 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58878.09 +14.6 NOT ALFOSC 3760–9620
58880.39 +16.9 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58887.10 +23.5 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58888.07 +24.5 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58888.97 +25.4 LT SPRAT 4040–7970
58892.25 +28.6 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58900.22 +36.5 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58906.45 +42.7 P200 DBSP 3410–9995
58908.32 +44.6 P60 SEDM 3850–9150
58930.47 +66.5 Keck-I LRIS 3200–10250
Note—Phase is measured relative to TB,max in the SN rest
frame. Telescope abbreviations are as follows: LT – Liv-
erpool Telescope (Steele et al. 2004), P60 – Palomar 60-in.
Telescope, NOT – Nordic Optical Telescope, P200 – Palo-
mar 200-in. Hale Telescope. References for the instruments
are as follows: SPRAT – SPectrograph for the Rapid Acqui-
sition of Transients (Piascik et al. 2014), SEDM – Spectral
Energy Density machine (Blagorodnova et al. 2018; Rigault
et al. 2019), Binospec (Fabricant et al. 2019), LRIS – Low-
Resolution Imaging Spectometer (Oke et al. 1995), ALFOSC
– The Andalucia Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera
(http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/alfosc), DBSP – Dou-
ble Spectrograph (Oke & Gunn 1982).
timate is consistent, to within ∼5%, with the Virgo and
Great Attractor infall models of Mould et al. (2000).
Adopting H0 = 73 km s
−1 Mpc−1, we estimate the dis-
tance to NGC 4441 to be 42.5± 2.1 Mpc, corresponding
to a distance modulus of µ = 33.14 ± 0.11 mag, where
the uncertainty on µ is dominated by the uncertainty
in the peculiar velocity correction. We hereafter adopt
33.14±0.11 mag as the distance modulus to NGC 4441.12
12 Tully et al. (2013) estimate a significantly smaller distance to
NGC 4441 (µ = 31.43 ± 0.14 mag; D = 19.0 Mpc) based on
surface brightness fluctuation measurements from Tonry et al.
(2001). If NGC 4441 is at this distance, then SN 2019yvq peaks
at Mg ≈ −16.8 mag, which is significantly underluminous for a
SN Ia. Given that SN 2019yvq has a normal rise time trise ≈ 18 d
(§4), relatively normal spectra at peak (§5), and lacks the spec-
tral signatures of intrinsically faint SNe Ia (§5.3), we consider
such a low luminosity improbable. We therefore adopt the larger
kinematic distance to NGC 4441.
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Figure 3. Zoom in on our moderate resolution (R ≈ 4000)
MMT+Binospec spectrum of SN 2019yvq highlighting ab-
sorption due to Na I D in the host galaxy, NGC 4441 (blue
solid line), and the Milky Way (thin black line). The velocity
scale is centered on the D1 line in NGC 4441, with the SDSS
redshift shown via the vertical dashed line. The velocity
scale is centered on 5895.92 A˚ for the Milky Way absorption
lines. The Na I D lines, which serve as a proxy for interstellar
dust-obscuration along the line of sight (e.g., Poznanski et al.
2012; Phillips et al. 2013) are weak, indicating a relatively
small amount of reddening.
We estimate the total reddening towards SN 2019yvq
to be small. There is relatively little line-of-sight ex-
tinction due to the Milky Way, E(B − V ) ≈ 0.018 mag
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011; Schlegel et al. 1998). Fur-
thermore, we do not find significant evidence for strong
interstellar extinction in NGC 4441. Figure 3 highlights
the Na I D absorption in the spectrum of SN 2019yvq
due to gas in NGC 4441 and the Milky Way from our
highest-resolution spectrum, R ≈ 4000, obtained with
Binospec+MMT. The Na I D absorption is weak, and
we estimate a total equivalent width (EW) = 390 mA˚
for NGC 4441 and 220 mA˚ for the Milky Way. There
is a systematic uncertainty of ∼10% on each of these
estimates due to uncertainties in the continuum-fitting
procedure.
Assuming similar properties for the dust in NGC 4441
and the Milky Way, we scale the color excess measure-
ment for the Milky Way by the ratio of Na I D EWs
to estimate E(B − V ) ≈ 0.032 mag for SN 2019yvq due
to interstellar absorption in NGC 4441. This yields a
total color excess towards SN 2019yvq of E(B − V ) ≈
0.05 mag, which we adopt for the subsequent analysis
in this study. We note that this estimate is consis-
tent, to within the uncertainties, with the EW(Na I
D)–E(B − V ) relations presented in Poznanski et al.
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(2012). Further support for low interstellar extinction
towards SN 2019yvq is the lack of a detection of the K I
λλ7665, 7699 interstellar lines or the diffuse interstellar
band at 5780 A˚, which also serve as proxies for extinction
(Phillips et al. 2013).
The measured redshift of the Na I D doublet in the Bi-
nospec spectrum is 0.0094. We adopt this, rather than
the SDSS measurement of 0.00888, as the redshift of
SN 2019yvq, zSN. This choice does not ultimately play
a significant role in our final analysis, as our ejecta veloc-
ity measurements and rest-frame time differences would
change by < 1% when using zSDSS versus our adopted
zSN.
4. Photometric Analysis
4.1. The Time of First Light, tfl
We estimate the time of first light, tfl, for SN 2019yvq
following the procedure described in Miller et al. (2020).
Briefly, Miller et al. (2020) model the early emission
from a SN Ia as a power-law in time, f ∝ (t − tfl)α,
where f is the flux, t is time, and α is the power-law
index. tfl is assumed to be the same everywhere in the
optical, allowing us to simultaneously fit observations in
each of the ZTF filters.
An important caveat for SN 2019yvq is that the ob-
served early decline in the light curve clearly does not
follow the simple power-law model, and thus these ob-
servations must be masked when performing the fit.
We conservatively exclude observations from the first
two nights of ZTF detection from the fit (this choice is
conservative as it is unclear when the mechanism that
powers the initial bump in SN 2019yvq no longer sig-
nificantly contributes to the flux in the gZTF and rZTF
filters). From the fit we find tfl= −17.5+1.0−1.3 d relative to
TB,max.
13 We know that the time of explosion must be
< −17.4 d based on the discovery detection in Itagaki
2019, and, by definition tfl ≥ texp, meaning a portion of
the posterior distribution for our model cannot be cor-
rect. We find αg = 2.15
+0.49
−0.36 and αr = 1.91
+0.42
−0.31, which
are typical of the normal SNe Ia studied in Miller et al.
(2020). If we only exclude the first observation from the
model fit we find significantly different results with a
rise time that increases by ∼5 d and power-law indices
that increase by & 1. We note that such a long rise is
unlikely, however, as our spectroscopic models (see §5.1)
estimate the time of explosion, texp, to be ∼17.9 d prior
to TB,max, fully consistent with our estimate of tfl.
13 Here, and throughout this study, times are reported in rest-frame
days relative to tfl or TB,max.
4.2. Luminosity of the Initial UV/optical Flash
To estimate the luminosity and temperature of the
initial UV/optical flash from SN 2019yvq, we model
the broadband spectral energy distribution (SED) as
a blackbody. The assumed distance and reddening to-
wards SN 2019yvq are taken from §3. The ZTF optical
and Swift UV observations were not simultaneous, so we
interpolate the optical light curves to estimate the flux
during the same epochs as Swift observations. While
SNe Ia do not emit as pure blackbodies, our initial spec-
trum of SN 2019yvq shows a blue and nearly featureless
continuum largely consistent with blackbody emission.
The blackbody assumption is therefore reasonable for
the early flash from SN 2019yvq, which is distinctly dif-
ferent from normal SNe.
Following interpolation to an epoch 1.24 d after tfl
(MJD = 58,846.93), and including the uvw2 filter,
we estimate a blackbody luminosity L = (1.7+0.2−0.1) ×
1042 erg s−1 and temperature Teff = 14.8+0.9−1.2 kK. This
estimate represents a lower limit to the peak luminosity
of the initial flash, as the UV flux was already decreasing
at this time (Swift obtained two sets of UV observations
separated by ∼90 min during the first epoch of observa-
tions, and the uvm2 and uvw1 flux is clearly decreasing
during this time; see Figure 1).
At an epoch 3.15 d after tfl, we estimate the luminos-
ity and temperature to have fallen to L = (7.0+0.9−0.6) ×
1041 erg s−1 and Teff = 8.7+0.5−0.4 kK, respectively. For this
epoch we have excluded the uvw2 flux from the black-
body model due to the significantly lower temperature,
and known red leak for that filter (see §2.2). This mea-
surement of Teff is consistent with our model spectrum
from 2.6 d after tfl (see §5.1). At a similar epoch, ∼4 d
after explosion, Cao et al. (2015) estimate a UV flash
luminosity of ∼3×1041erg s−1 in iPTF 14atg, a factor of
∼2 less than for SN 2019yvq.
Finally, if we conservatively assume that the early
flash peaked 1 d after tfl (i.e., at the epoch of the first
Swift observation), and abruptly ended 3 d after tfl (i.e.,
at the epoch of the second Swift observation), then
the initial flash emitted a total integrated energy of
∼4×1042 erg. These assumed times are highly uncer-
tain, however, it is likely that the SN exploded before tfl
(see e.g., §5.1 and §6), and the UV flux continues to de-
cline >3 d after tfl (Figure 1) suggesting the flash lasted
longer than 3 d.
4.3. Bolometric Luminosity and 56Ni mass
While the early emission from SN 2019yvq may be
approximated as a blackbody, SNe Ia do not emit as
blackbodies around maximum light. To estimate the
bolometric luminosity of SN 2019yvq, we model changes
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in the observed flux in the uvm2, uvw1, gZTF, rZTF,
and iZTF filters as a Gaussian process (Rasmussen &
Williams 2006) using the gaussian process library in
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011). This allows us to
interpolate flux measurements in each of these filters to
a grid of times between 0 and 28 d, while also estimating
an uncertainty on the interpolation. From there, we can
estimate the bolometric luminosity, Lbol, via trapezoidal
integration of the spectral energy distribution (SED).
There is emission blueward of the uvm2-band and
redward of the iZTF-band that is not constrained by
our observations, yet this emission provides a signifi-
cant contribution to Lbol. To estimate this contribu-
tion, we extrapolate redward from the iZTF-band to the
Ks-band (λ = 2.159µm) by assuming the Ks-band flux
is equal to the ratio of iZTF-band to Ks-band flux for a
8,500 K blackbody. This choice of temperature is reason-
able based on our TARDIS spectral models (see §5.1 and
Table 3). While the true temperature is not constant,
we find that varying the temperature between 6,000–
12,500 K only changes the estimates in Lbol by . 3%,
which is significantly less than the total systematic un-
certainty in these estimates. Similarly, to estimate the
flux in the UV we extrapolate between the uvm2-band
and 1000 A˚ assuming a 12,500 K blackbody. While such
a high temperature is only appropriate for the early UV
flash from SN 2019yvq, at later epochs the uvm2 flux is
so small that the assumed blackbody temperature does
not affect the luminosity measurement.
The bolometric luminosity of SN 2019yvq is shown as
a function of time in Figure 4. Statistical uncertainties
in Lbol are estimated via bootstrap resampling of the
interpolated flux at each epoch, and are typically on the
order of a few percent. We estimate a systematic uncer-
tainty of ∼10% based on the total procedure (including
interpolation, extrapolation, and integration).
As shown in Figure 4 the method compares favor-
ably with a blackbody model (at early epochs) and
spectroscopic modeling (during the SN rise). The
maximum-light luminosity estimate from the TARDIS
spectral model likely overestimates the flux in the near-
infrared (see the third panel in Figure 7), due to the
model assumption that there is a single, sharp photo-
sphere that does not vary with wavelength. This ex-
plains the discrepancy between SED integration and the
TARDIS model at that epoch.
From the SED integration we find that the bolometric
luminosity of SN 2019yvq peaked 18.1 d after tfl (∼0.6 d
after TB,max) at Lbol,max = 6.4 ± 0.1 (statistical) ±
0.6 (systematic)× 1042 erg s−1. From Arnett’s rule (Ar-
nett 1982), which states that the peak luminosity is
equal to the instantaneous rate of radioactive energy
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Figure 4. Bolometric luminosity, Lbol, of SN 2019yvq as
a function of time. Lbol is estimated via SED integration
(see text) and shown as a black line, with statistical uncer-
tainties shown in light grey. Purple squares show luminosity
estimates from spectral modeling (see §5.1), orange circles
show luminosity estimates from a blackbody fit to the SED
(see §4.2). The methods generally agree, though the TARDIS
spectral models likely overestimate the flux around maxi-
mum light (see text). The total inferred mass of synthesized
56Ni is 0.31± 0.05M.
released by 56Ni, we estimate the total mass of 56Ni,
M56Ni, synthesized in the explosion. Using Equation 19
from Nadyozhin (1994, see also Stritzinger et al. 2006;
Howell et al. 2009; Scalzo et al. 2014a), we find M56Ni =
0.31± 0.05M, where the uncertainty is dominated by
the (assumed) systematic uncertainty on Lbol. This
yield is low for a normal SN Ia as typical explosions
yield ∼0.4–0.8M of 56Ni (e.g., Scalzo et al. 2014b).
Finally, we note that the peak luminosity of SN 2019yvq
is ∼70% larger than the peak luminosity of iPTF 14atg
(3.8× 1042 erg s−1; Kromer et al. 2016).
4.4. Maximum Light and Decline
While the rise time and power-law indices of
SN 2019yvq are similar to other normal SNe Ia (see
§4.1), the full photometric evolution does not resemble a
normal SN Ia. The photometric evolution of SN 2019yvq
is highlighted in Figure 5, where SN 2019yvq is com-
pared to 121 normal SNe Ia from Yao et al. (2019).14
SN 2019yvq is somewhat underluminous (Mg,max ≈
−18.5 mag), declines rapidly [∆m15(g) = 1.30+0.01−0.02 mag,
uncertainties represent the 68% credible region], and
does not exhibit a “shoulder” in the rZTF or a strong
secondary maximum in the iZTF light curves post-
14 For the purposes of this comparison we consider SN 1991T-like,
SN 1999a-like, and SN 1986G-like events to all be normal SNe Ia.
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Figure 5. Photometric evolution of SN 2019yvq compared
to 121 normal SNe Ia observed by ZTF (Yao et al. 2019)
in the gZTF (top) and rZTF (bottom) filters. The normal
SNe are shown as open grey circles, while the symbols for
SN 2019yvq are the same as Figure 1. Relative to normal
SNe Ia, SN 2019yvq is fainter, declines faster in gZTF, and
lacks the “shoulder” typically seen in the rZTF filter. Nor-
mal SNe light curves have been corrected for host-galaxy
reddening and K-corrections have been applied, with both
determined via SNooPY (see Bulla et al. 2020 for details of
our implementation). K-corrections have not been applied
to the light curve of SN 2019yvq.
maximum. The slightly underluminous peak and mod-
erately fast decline of SN 2019yvq are very similar to
SN 1986G-like SNe Ia, which represent a transitional
group between normal SNe Ia and the underluminous
SN 1991bg-like class (e.g., Taubenberger 2017 and ref-
erences therein). While the photometric evolution of
SN 2019yvq is similar to 86G-like SNe, we show that
SN 2019yvq is spectroscopically distinct from these tran-
sitional SNe (§5.3).
We also find that standard SN Ia fitting techniques
do not provide good matches to the evolution of
SN 2019yvq. For example, a SNooPY (Burns et al. 2011)
fit to the optical light curve requires significant host-
galaxy extinction [E(B − V )host ≈ 0.4 mag, cf. §3] to
match the observed red colors, while predicting a sec-
ondary maximum in the iZTF-band and a fast evolution
after peak that is not seen in SN 2019yvq. A SALT2 (Guy
et al. 2007) fit leads to similar inconsistencies to those
in SNooPy. These inconsistencies support our conclu-
sion above that the photometric evolution of SN 2019yvq
does not match normal SNe Ia.
4.5. Color Evolution
SN 2019yvq is further distinguished from normal SNe
Ia by its unusual color evolution (Figure 6). The lower
panel of Figure 6 shows the gZTF−rZTF evolution of 62
spectroscopically normal SNe Ia with ZTF observations
within 5 d of tfl (see Bulla et al. 2020), with the color
evolution of SN 2019yvq over-plotted. The initially blue
colors in SN 2019yvq rapidly evolve to the red over the
first few days of observation before gradually becoming
bluer in the time leading up to TB,max (this behavior is
deemed an early “red bump” in Bulla et al. 2020). Simi-
lar red bumps are only seen in 6 of the 62 normal SNe Ia
(∼10%) in the ZTF sample (Bulla et al. 2020), and they
are typically less pronounced than what is observed in
SN 2019yvq.
Furthermore, while normal SNe Ia exhibit a large scat-
ter in gZTF−rZTF shortly after tfl they evolve to form
a tight locus between ∼10–30 d after tfl. SN 2019yvq
is redder at peak than each of the normal SNe Ia in
the Bulla et al. (2020) sample. Post maximum, only
one normal SN Ia, ZTF 18abeegsl (SN 2018eag), exhibits
a similarly rapid decline in gZTF−rZTF color. The
gZTF−rZTF color evolution of SN 2019yvq is again in-
termediate between normal SNe Ia and underluminous
91bg-like SNe. Figure 6 shows that normal SNe Ia are
reddest at ∼+30 d, while 91bg-like SNe are reddest
between ∼+10–15 d (Burns et al. 2014). SN 2019yvq
reaches a gZTF−rZTF maximum at an intermediate time
of ∼+20 d.
The offset in the gZTF−rZTF color evolution of
SN 2019yvq relative to normal SNe Ia would be reduced
if the reddening towards SN 2019yvq has been signifi-
cantly underestimated. A color excess of E(B − V ) ≈
0.25 mag, rather than the 0.05 mag adopted in §3, would
roughly align the gZTF−rZTF color of SN 2019yvq with
the tight locus between ∼5–20 d after tfl seen in Fig-
ure 6. Such a correction would also bring the peak
optical brightness of SN 2019yvq in line with normal
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Figure 6. Photometric color evolution of SN 2019yvq rela-
tive to tfl (the timescale relative to TB,max shown along the
top axis only applies to SN 2019yvq). Bottom: gZTF−rZTF
evolution of SN 2019yvq (solid green squares), corrected
for the total interstellar extinction (see §3), and compared
with the evolution of 62 normal SNe Ia (open circles) ob-
served within 5 d of tfl by ZTF (from Bulla et al. 2020).
SN 2019yvq is the reddest SN in the group, and it exhibits
the fastest evolution to red colors post-TB,max. Top: the
uvm2 − uvw1 (purple crosses), gZTF−rZTF (solid, green
squares), and rZTF−iZTF (open, red squares) color evolution
of SN 2019yvq.
SNe Ia [for E(B − V ) ≈ 0.25 mag, Mg ≈ −19.25 mag
and Mr ≈ −19.1 mag for SN 2019yvq].
While the spectral appearance of SN 2019yvq is sim-
ilar to some normal SNe Ia (see §5.3), the observed
rapid decline in the gZTF filter provides strong evi-
dence that SN 2019yvq is not a normal luminosity SN Ia.
Phillips (1993) showed that in the optical SNe Ia follow a
brightness–width relation, whereby brighter explosions
decline less rapidly. Thus, with a typical peak in the op-
tical, as would be implied with E(B−V ) ≈ 0.25 mag, the
fast decline in SN 2019yvq [∆m15(g) = 1.3 mag] would
be largely unprecedented.15 This conclusion is further
corroborated by the rapid evolution of the gZTF−rZTF
15 Only 2 spectroscopically normal SNe Ia in the Yao et al. (2019)
sample decline faster than SN 2019yvq as measured by ∆m15(g).
While the lack of Swift b-band templates prevents us from mea-
suring ∆m15(B), the relationship between that and ∆m15(g) for
normal ZTF SNe Ia suggests ∆m15(B) & 1.6 mag for SN 2019yvq.
color to the red after TB,max and the lack of a secondary
maximum in the iZTF-band, each of which is typical of
lower luminosity SNe Ia (see Taubenberger 2017, and
references therein). We therefore conclude that the color
excess towards SN 2019yvq is not underestimated, and
that the SN is instead intrinsically red in the optical.
Even if one ignores the striking initial bump in the
light curve of SN 2019yvq, we can still conclude that
SN 2019yvq is not a normal SN Ia based on its other
photometric properties (e.g., relatively faint peak opti-
cal brightness, moderately fast decline, lack of a near-
infrared secondary maximum, and red appearance at
peak).
5. Spectral Evolution of SN2019yvq
Optical spectra of SN 2019yvq were obtained at phases
from −14.9 d (2.6 d after tfl) to 66.5 d after TB,max. De-
tails of the spectra are presented in Table 2 and the
spectral evolution is shown in Figure 2. Many of the
spectra were obtained with the Spectral Energy Den-
sity Machine (SEDM; Blagorodnova et al. 2018; Rigault
et al. 2019), which was designed specifically for SN clas-
sification (e.g., Fremling et al. 2019), yet for SN 2019yvq
the quality is high enough to provide detailed absorption
line measurements (see §5.2). The absorption features
in SN 2019yvq are typical of SNe Ia, including interme-
diate mass elements (IMEs), primarily Si, Ca, and O, as
well as iron-group elements (IGEs).
5.1. TARDIS Models
To determine the structure of the ejecta and relative
contributions of different ions at early and maximum
light phases, we have modeled the spectra at −14.9 d,
−12.0 d, and +0.0 d using the one-dimensional (1D)
Monte Carlo radiative transfer code TARDIS (Kerzen-
dorf & Sim 2014). We note that TARDIS assumes a sin-
gle, sharp photosphere between the optically thick and
thin regions. Therefore, if there is a contribution to
the spectrum from an underlying quasi-blackbody (at
early times this could be due to interaction, for exam-
ple; see §6.1), this will impact the ability of TARDIS
to fully reproduce the observations. Nevertheless, our
models should provide a reasonable approximation of
the plasma state within the ejecta. Parameters of our
TARDIS models are given in Table 3.
The first spectrum of SN 2019yvq at −14.9 d (2.6 d af-
ter tfl, 3.0 d after the TARDIS-inferred texp) shows shallow
features consistent with IMEs moving at extremely high
velocities (> 20,000 km s−1, Figure 2). The best-fitting
TARDIS model is shown in Figure 7, along with the con-
tribution of individual elements to the spectral features.
For this model, we have assumed a uniform composi-
tion of O, Mg, Si, and S. Our model demonstrates that
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Table 3. TARDIS input parameters
Date MJD Phase t− texp L vboundarya Tboundaryb
(UT) (d) (d) (logL) (km s−1) (K)
2019 Dec 31.277 58848.277 −14.9 3.0 8.55 25,000 8173
2020 Jan 03.217 58851.217 −12.0 6.0 8.60 16,500 7925
2020 Jan 15.392 58863.392 +0.0 18.0 9.29 10,500 9696
Note—Phase is measured in rest-frame days relative to TB,max. The time of explosion,
texp, is assumed to be 0.4 d before tfl for the TARDIS model.
aEjecta velocity at the inner boundary of the photosphere.
b Temperature at the inner boundary of the photosphere. Tboundary is not explicitly an
input parameter for TARDIS, it is derived from the luminosity, time since explosion, inner
boundary velocity, and then iteratively updated throughout the simulation.
the shallow absorption features observed at this phase
can be reproduced solely by IMEs (predominantly Si II),
and that the presence of IGE is not required to match
the data. Our model also confirms the high velocities of
the ejecta – we find the spectral features and tempera-
ture are best reproduced with a photospheric velocity of
∼25,000 km s−1.
Similarly, for the −12.0 d spectrum we find that a
model that does not contain IGE above ∼16,500 km s−1
reproduces the majority of the spectroscopic features.
Again, our model contains a uniform composition of O,
Mg, Si, and S, and is shown in Figure 7. At this phase
the model suggests the photospheric temperature has
not significantly changed, however the features have be-
come much more prominent. Compared to modeling of
the spectroscopically similar SN 2002bo (see §5.3) at the
same epoch (Stehle et al. 2005), we find SN 2019yvq has
a lower photospheric temperature (∼8,000 K, compared
to ∼9,500 K for SN 2002bo).
While the early spectra of SN 2019yvq are dominated
by IMEs, there is no evidence in the observed spectra for
C II absorption. However, in our TARDIS models even
if we increase the C abundance in the outer ejecta to
large amounts (50%), the model spectra still lack any
significant C II features at the time of our observations.
Our ability to detect C II in the spectra of SN 2019yvq
is likely affected by the extremely high ejecta velocities,
which leads to blending with Si II. Therefore, despite
the lack of a C II detection in the observed spectra,
we are unable to place meaningful constraints on the C
abundance in the very outermost ejecta.
Given that our +0 d maximum light spectrum occurs
12 d after our previous model spectrum, we assume a
composition for the inner ejecta (< 16,500 km s−1) sim-
ilar to that found for SN 2002bo (Stehle et al. 2005). A
more detailed ejecta structure could be achieved through
modeling additional pre-maximum spectra, but is be-
yond the scope of the work presented here. As shown in
Figure 7, our model is able to broadly reproduce many
of the features observed. Notable exceptions include the
features around ∼4200 and 4900 A˚, which we attribute
to Fe. Better spectroscopic agreement could potentially
be achieved if SN 2019yvq had a lower abundance of IGE
within the inner ejecta relative to SN 2002bo.
Overall, our TARDIS modeling demonstrates that
SN 2019yvq is consistent with a low (or zero) fraction
of IGE in the outer ejecta (i.e., there is little mixing in
the SN ejecta). Additionally, the earliest phases show
little change in temperature (see Table 3), as expected
from the color evolution.
5.2. Si II Evolution
We have measured the velocity of the Si II λ6355
absorption feature following the procedure in Maguire
et al. (2014, see their §2.5). We have also estimated the
pseudo-equivalent widths (pEWs) of the Si II λλ5972,
6355 features, allowing us to measure their ratio, also
known as R(Si II); see Hachinger et al. (2008) for the
updated definition relative to Nugent et al. (1995).
The velocity evolution of Si II λ6355 is shown in
Figure 8, compared to measurements for the Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF) SN Ia sample from Maguire
et al. (2014) and the median velocity evolution of SNe Ia
belonging to the four different classes (Shallow Sili-
con, Core Normal, Broad Line, and Cool) identified in
Branch et al. (2006);16 hereafter, the Branch class. The
Si II λ6355 velocity in SN 2019yvq is ∼15,000 km s−1
around TB,max.
At TB,max, the pEW measurements for the Si II λ6355
and λ5972 features are 183 ± 1 A˚, and 13 ± 2 A˚, re-
16 The velocity measurements are from Blondin et al. (2012), while
the method to determine the median velocity is described in
Miller et al. (2018).
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Figure 7. Comparison of TARDIS models to SN 2019yvq at −14.9 d (left), −12.0 d (middle), and +0.0 d (right), relative to
TB,max. For each model, we color code a histogram showing the contribution of each element to the spectroscopic features,
based on the last element with which a Monte Carlo photon packet experienced an interaction. Photon packets may be absorbed
and re-emitted at different wavelengths, with the exception of those packets that only experience electron scattering. During
electron scattering, only the direction of propagation is changed. These packets are shown in light grey. Photon packets that
did not interact during the simulation are shown in dark grey. Contributions below and above zero show the spectral energy
distribution of packets before and after their last line interaction. Note that non-interacting (photosphere) and e-scattering
photon packets are not shown below zero.
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Figure 8. Velocity evolution of Si II λ6355 absorption in
SN 2019yvq (large, filled circles). For comparison we also
show the measurements for 264 SNe Ia observed by the Palo-
mar Transient Factory (PTF; data from Maguire et al. 2014)
as open circles, with SN 2010jn (PTF 10ygu), the SN with
the fastest moving ejecta in the PTF sample, highlighted via
orange crosses. We additionally show the velocity evolution
of SN 2002bo (data from Benetti et al. 2004), a SN that is
very similar to SN 2019yvq, as open diamonds. The median
velocity evolution of each of the spectroscopic classes defined
by Branch et al. (2006, Shallow Silicon, Core Normal, Broad
Line, and Cool) are shown via solid lines. It is clear that
SN 2019yvq has exceptionally high-velocity ejecta relative to
typical SNe Ia.
spectively, unambiguously classifying SN 2019yvq as a
Branch Broad Line SN Ia. SN 2019yvq stands out in
Figure 8 with some of the highest Si II velocities that
have ever been observed. Within the PTF sample, only
SN 2010jn (PTF 10ygu) exhibits a Si II absorption ve-
locity as high as SN 2019yvq at every phase in its evolu-
tion. Furthermore, we also find that the Ca II infrared
triplet (IRT) velocities are high (we first detect this fea-
ture in the −3.0 d SEDM spectrum; see Table 2), with
a photospheric component velocity of ∼13,200 km s−1
and a clear high-velocity component at ∼23,500 km s−1.
Within the PTF sample only one other SN (PTF 09dnp)
has a Ca II high-velocity component with a similarly
large velocity at the same phase.
As first noted by Nugent et al. (1995), and later con-
firmed by Hachinger et al. (2008), R(Si II) is a lu-
minosity indicator, with larger values of R(Si II) cor-
responding to lower luminosities. This correlation is
driven by the ionization balance of Si II/Si III, with
cooler objects having stronger Si II λ5972 features. In
Figure 9 we show the evolution of R(Si II) as a func-
tion of time for SN 2019yvq, compared to SN 2011fe,
SN 2002bo, SN 2017erp, and 5 SNe with multiple mea-
surements over a long baseline from the PTF SN Ia spec-
tral sample. Figure 9 shows that most SNe Ia have a rel-
atively flat evolution in R(Si II) in the time leading up
to TB,max (see also Riess et al. 1998). SN 2019yvq and
SN 2002bo, however, feature a very different evolution
with initially large values of R(Si II) that rapidly de-
crease to very low values between ∼10 and ∼5 d before
TB,max.
At face value, the R(Si II) evolution in Figure 9 sug-
gests that the effective temperature of SN 2019yvq in-
creases significantly as it rises to maximum light. Both
the optical colors, which become bluer in the ∼14 d lead-
ing up to TB,max (see Figure 6), and the TARDIS mod-
eling (see Table 3) confirm an increase in temperature
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Figure 9. Evolution of the ratio of the pEW of Si II
λ5972 to Si II λ6355, R(Si II), in SN 2019yvq (large, filled
circles). SN 2002bo (data from Benetti et al. 2004) and
SN 2011fe (data from Pereira et al. 2013) are also highlighted
as open diamonds and open squares, respectively. For com-
parison we also show the R(Si II) evolution for 5 PTF SNe Ia
(10mwb, 10qjq, 10tce, 10wof, 11hub) with > 3 measurements
over a duration > 8 d (data from Maguire et al. 2014) and
SN 2017erp (data from Brown et al. 2019) as connected, open
circles. SN 2019yvq and SN 2002bo exhibit an unusual inver-
sion in R(Si II) as they evolve toward maximum light.
over the period in which R(Si II) decreases. While the
UV− optical colors evolve to the red over the same time
period, this is likely due to the increasing IGE fraction,
and hence increased UV blanketing, as the photosphere
recedes (see §5.1), and not a decrease in temperature.
This behavior is similar to, though less extreme
than, SN 2002bo, which increases in temperature from
∼9,500 K at −12.9 d to ∼14,000 K at maximum light
(Stehle et al. 2005). The maximum-light temperature
of SN 2002bo is similar to Branch Core Normal SNe,
such as SN 2011fe, which typically have temperatures
of ∼14,500–15,000 K at maximum light (Mazzali et al.
2014).
Benetti et al. (2004) interpreted these competing ef-
fects as the result of significant Si II mixing in the ejecta
of SN 2002bo. Mixing or synthesized Si in the outer-
most layers of the ejecta would (i) lead to larger Si II
velocities, (ii) produce Si II line ratios that indicate cool
temperatures (because there is less radioactive mate-
rial to heat the ejecta), before eventually (iii) produc-
ing low values of R(Si II) as the photosphere recedes
through the ejecta to higher temperature regions. This
picture is consistent with the Stehle et al. (2005) mod-
els of SN 2002bo. In those models, Si completely dom-
inates the species at velocities above ∼23,000 km s−1,
while there is very little (∼1%) IGE above 1.35M
in radial mass coordinates. A similar physical sce-
nario likely explains the changes in Si II absorption seen
in SN 2019yvq. Although the temperature change in
SN 2019yvq is less dramatic than in SN 2002bo, this may
reflect slight differences in the ejecta composition as we
find SN 2019yvq is consistent with no IGEs in the outer
layers of the SN ejecta.
5.3. Spectral Comparison
In Figure 10, we compare the spectral evolution
of SN 2019yvq to two Branch Broad-Line SNe Ia,
SN 2002bo and SN 2010jn, and two Branch Cool SNe Ia,
SN 1986G and SN 2004eo (Cristiani et al. 1992; Benetti
et al. 2004; Pastorello et al. 2007; Silverman et al. 2011;
Hachinger et al. 2013; Maguire et al. 2014) at four
phases, pre-maximum, maximum, ∼1 week post max-
imum, and ∼6 weeks post maximum. The evolution of
SN 2019yvq and SN 2002bo is remarkably similar at all
phases. The only significant difference between the two
is the absorption trough at∼4800 A˚ in the pre-maximum
and maximum-light spectra. This feature, which is typ-
ically attributed to a combination of Fe II, Fe III, and
Si II, is extremely narrow in SN 2019yvq. This is in
agreement with the TARDIS modeling results where no
Fe is required in the outer ejecta of SN 2019yvq to match
the observed spectra at early times. SN 2010jn, which
exhibits large Si II velocities like SN 2019yvq, shows
weaker IME absorption and stronger IGE absorption
than SN 2019yvq. While the Branch Cool SNe 1986G
and 2004eo show lower velocities than SN 2019yvq, there
is strong agreement in the relative Si II line strengths of
SN 1986G and the earliest spectra of SN 2019yvq.
The maximum-light spectra shown in the second panel
of Figure 10 reveal a higher temperature for SN 2019yvq,
as the Si II λ5972 absorption has nearly disappeared
around TB,max [see discussion of R(Si II) in §5.2]. This
increase in temperature is consistent with the change in
optical colors (Figure 6) and TARDIS spectral modeling
(§5.1). The appearance of SN 2019yvq, SN 2002bo, and
SN 2010jn are all similar at this epoch, with the excep-
tion of the 4800 A˚ feature mentioned above. SN 2004eo
has a similar appearance to SN 2019yvq, though it has
lower velocities and cooler temperatures (as traced by
Si II λ5972).
The +9.2 d spectrum of SN 2019yvq, shown in the
third panel of Figure 10, shows absorption due to
IGE. Additional differences between SN 2019yvq and
SN 2002bo can be seen at this phase. There is stronger
absorption in SN 2019yvq blueward of Ca II H&K, and
the S II “W” absorption feature is still present in
SN 2019yvq and it cannot be identified in SN 2002bo or
SN 2010jn. SN 2004eo maintains an appearance that is
somewhat similar to SN 2019yvq, though as before, the
temperature [as indicated by R(Si II)] and velocities are
lower.
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Figure 10. Spectral comparison of SN 2019yvq to Branch Broad Line and Cool SNe Ia. All spectra have been corrected for
the total line-of-sight extinction with adopted E(B − V ) values of 0.9 mag, 0.38 mag, 0.39 mag, 0.109 mag, and 0.05 mag for
SNe 1986G (Phillips et al. 1987), 2002bo (Stehle et al. 2005), 2010jn (Hachinger et al. 2013), 2004eo (Pastorello et al. 2007), and
SN 2019yvq (this work), respectively. Left panel : pre-maximum spectra showing the similarity of SN 2019yvq and SN 2002bo.
While the expansion velocities in the Cool SN 1986G spectrum are considerably lower than those in the Broad Line SNe, the
relative ratios of the Si II features are similar to SN 2019yvq. Second panel : Comparison of SN 2019yvq to the Broad Line
SNe 2002bo and SN 2010jn. These SNe all feature nearly identical maximum-light spectra. By this phase, the relative strength
of the Si II absorption features is no longer similar to Branch Cool SNe, as illustrated by SN 2004eo. Third panel : ∼1 week
post-maximum spectra. Fourth panel : Transitional phase spectra. Comparison spectra have been downloaded from WISeREP
(Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012), with spectra for individual SNe from the following sources: SN 1986G – Cristiani et al. (1992),
SN 2002bo – Benetti et al. (2004); Silverman et al. (2011), SN 2010jn (PTF 10ygu) – Hachinger et al. (2013); Maguire et al.
(2014), SN 2004eo – Pastorello et al. (2007).
Spectra obtained ∼6 weeks after maximum light are
shown in the fourth panel of Figure 10. By this time,
as the SNe are transitioning into a nebular phase, the
appearance of each spectrum is similar modulo some mi-
nor differences in the relative line strengths of different
features.
6. A Physical Explanation for SN2019yvq
The most striking feature of SN 2019yvq is the ob-
served UV/optical peak that occurs shortly after dis-
covery (Figure 1). Any model to explain SN 2019yvq
must account for this highly unusual feature. A UV
decline in the early phase of a SN Ia has previously
only been observed in a single event, iPTF 14atg (Cao
et al. 2015). Like SN 2019yvq, iPTF 14atg was a pe-
culiar SN Ia, though it did not resemble SN 2019yvq
in its peculiarity (iPTF 14atg exhibited low expansion
velocities, and the spectra resembled SN 2002es; Gane-
shalingam et al. 2012; Cao et al. 2015). Clearly resolved
“bumps” in the early optical emission of SNe Ia are also
rare, having only been seen in a few events: SN 2014J
(Goobar et al. 2015), MUSSES1604D (Jiang et al. 2017),
SN 2017cbv (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017) and SN 2018oh
(Shappee et al. 2019; Dimitriadis et al. 2019).
SN 2019yvq features other properties, in addition to
an initial peak ∼17 d prior to TB,max, that separate it
from normal SNe Ia. A good model should be able to
explain the following:
1. The early UV/optical “flash” (Figure 1).
2. The moderately faint luminosity at peak (§4.3).
3. The relatively fast optical decline (§4.4).
4. The red optical colors at all epochs (Figure 6).
5. The lack of IGE in the early spectra (§5.1).
6. The evolution in R(Si II) (§5.2 and Figure 9).
7. The high Si II velocities (Figure 8).
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The moderately faint peak combined with the high Si II
velocity is particularly rare (see e.g., Figure 11 in Polin
et al. 2019a, where SN 2019yvq would be well isolated
from all the other SNe Ia).
As noted in §4.4, the photometric evolution of
SN 2019yvq is similar to intermediate 86G-like SNe,
however, the spectra feature much weaker Si II λ5972
absorption and larger expansion velocities than what is
seen in 86G-like SNe (see Figure 10). Similarly, while the
spectral appearance and evolution of SN 2019yvq is simi-
lar to SN 2002bo, and other Branch Broad Line SNe, the
photometric properties are entirely different. SN 2002bo
features a relatively slow decline [∆m15(B) = 1.13 mag]
with a clear secondary maximum in the I band (Benetti
et al. 2004), which stands in contrast to moderately fast
decline [∆m15(g) = 1.3 mag] and lack of iZTF secondary
maximum in SN 2019yvq.
If we otherwise ignore the early flash, several of the
remaining features (2–6) in the list above can be un-
derstood if the explosion that gave rise to SN 2019yvq
produced a relatively small amount of 56Ni (§4.3) that
is confined to the inner regions of the SN ejecta. A low
56Ni yield could explain the underluminous light curve
and red colors, while a centrally concentrated IGE dis-
tribution could explain the IME-dominated early spec-
tra, as the IGE would not have been mixed to these
outer layers. Furthermore, with a centrally compact
IGE ejecta composition, the photosphere would tran-
sition somewhat rapidly from 56Ni-poor to 56Ni-rich, re-
sulting in a significant change in the temperature of the
ejecta along the lines of what we see in the evolution of
R(Si II).
This interpretation is supported by photometric mod-
eling of the rise of SN 2019yvq. Magee et al. (2020) de-
veloped a suite of models featuring different 56Ni struc-
tures within the SN ejecta. These models were compared
to early observations of SNe Ia to see which ones repli-
cate what is observed in nature. Generally, it is found
that centrally concentrated 56Ni models do not match
the early evolution of normal SNe Ia (Magee et al. 2020).
Using the methods described in Magee et al. (2020), we
have modeled the post-flash rise of SN 2019yvq using a
new model with M56Ni = 0.3M (the models in Magee
et al. 2020, all have M56Ni > 0.4M and are therefore
more luminous than SN 2019yvq). After excluding the
first two epochs of ZTF observations, as we consider the
mechanism that produces the early UV flash to be dif-
ferent from the standard 56Ni decay that powers most
SNe Ia, we find that SN 2019yvq is best matched with
compact 56Ni distributions (following the convention of
Magee et al. 2020, a EXP Ni0.3 KE1.40 P21 model pro-
vides the best match to SN 2019yvq, see also Figure 12).
We note, however, that Magee et al. (2020) demonstrate
that the time of first detection can dramatically alter the
inferred model properties and it is unclear which epochs
(if any) should be excluded. Nevertheless, a scenario
in which the 56Ni and other IGEs are confined to the
central regions of the ejecta is also consistent with our
spectroscopic analysis (see §5.1).
On their own, a low-56Ni yield that is centrally con-
centrated fails to explain the blue UV/optical flash seen
in SN 2019yvq. A large number of scenarios have been
proposed to explain early “bumps” or “flashes” in SN Ia
light curves, including: shock cooling following the shock
breakout from the surface of the WD (e.g., Piro et al.
2010; Rabinak & Waxman 2011), interaction between
the SN ejecta and a nondegenerate binary compan-
ion (Kasen 2010), extended clumps of 56Ni in the SN
ejecta (e.g., Shappee et al. 2019; Dimitriadis et al. 2019),
double-detonation explosions (e.g., Noebauer et al. 2017;
Polin et al. 2019a), and interaction between the SN
ejecta and circumstellar material (e.g., Dessart et al.
2014; Piro & Morozova 2016; Levanon & Soker 2017).
We discuss these models and their ability to replicate
observations of SN 2019yvq below.17
6.1. Companion Interaction
For SD progenitors of SNe Ia, the SN ejecta will shock
on the surface of the nondegenerate companion giving
rise to a short-lived transient in the days after explo-
sion. Kasen (2010) provided models for the appearance
of this interaction, which is primarily dependent upon
the binary separation of the system (assuming Roche
lobe overflow for the nondegenerate companion). The
observed emission following the ejecta-companion col-
lision is dependent upon the orientation of the binary
system relative to the line of sight (Kasen 2010).
An analytic formulation for the luminosity and effec-
tive temperature of the emission from the companion
shock is given in Equations 22 and 25 in Kasen (2010).
Brown et al. (2012) provide an analytic function to ap-
proximate the fractional decrease in the observed flux
as a function of the orientation of the system. We com-
bine the equations from Kasen (2010) and Brown et al.
(2012) to model the early emission from SN 2019yvq as
an ejecta-companion collision. We assume the interac-
tion emits as a blackbody, and that the electron scat-
tering opacity κe = 0.2 cm
2 g−1 (as in Kasen 2010). As-
suming zSN = 0.0094, E(B − V )MW = 0.018 mag, and
17 We do not discuss shock breakout models as our initial detection
of SN 2019yvq occurred at Mg ≈ −16.3 mag. A progenitor radius
of ∼10R is needed to explain such a high luminosity (Piro et al.
2010; Rabinak & Waxman 2011), which we consider implausible
for a WD.
16 Miller et al.
E(B − V )host = 0.032 mag, we compare observed flux
measurements with those predicted by the Kasen (2010)
model at epochs with MJD< 58849.2 (i.e., the first
∼2.5 d after discovery when emission from the compan-
ion interaction is significantly brighter than the lumi-
nosity due to radioactive decay).18 The model parame-
ters, summarized in Table 4, are constrained via a Gaus-
sian likelihood and flat priors using an affine-invariant
(Goodman & Weare 2010) Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) ensemble sampler (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013).
Table 4. Model Parameters Θ and Their Priors and Posteriors
Θ Description Prior Posterior
a companion separation U(1010, 1013) 9.1± 0.7× 1011 cm
Mej ejecta mass U(0.6, 1.5) 1.1± 0.3M
vej ejecta velocity U(5× 108, 3× 109) 2.2±0.50.3 ×109 cm s−1
θobs binary viewing angle U(0, 180) 40± 28◦
texp time of explosion U(t0 − 5, t0)a 58845.82± 0.04 (MJD)
Note—Marginalized 1D posterior values represent the 68% credible region. Mej is
largely unconstrained by the observations. The posterior distribution on θobs is
effectively flat between 0◦ and ∼70◦, and ∼0 for all angles above ∼85◦. There
is a strong covariance between a and texp and also between vej and θobs.
a t0 is the time of the first ZTF observation (MJD = 58846.469942).
The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 11,
where it is clear that the model presented in Kasen
(2010) does an adequate job of explaining the early
UV/optical emission from SN 2019yvq (constraints on
the model parameters are reported in Table 4).
While the interaction models roughly approximate the
SN emission in the ∼3 d after explosion, they signifi-
cantly overestimate the flux immediately after the fit-
ting window as shown in Figure 11. This problem is
exacerbated by the fact that the models do not include
emission associated with radioactive decay, meaning the
true discrepancy between what is predicted and what is
observed is even larger than what is shown in Figure 11.
If we extend the fitting window to include the optical
observations obtained ∼13.7 d before TB,max, the inter-
action models still overpredict the optical flux at this
epoch. This overprediction of the optical flux poses a
challenge for the companion interaction scenario; an in-
ability to simultaneously match both UV and optical
observations has been noted for other SNe Ia with early
18 Given that SN 2019yvq is an unusual SN, we make no assump-
tions about the “normal” SN emission due to radioactive decay
of 56Ni. The companion-interaction model should therefore un-
derestimate the observed flux after a few days as there will be a
growing contribution due to radioactive decay with time.
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Figure 11. SN ejecta-companion interaction models com-
pared with the UV/optical observations of SN 2019yvq. Ob-
servation symbols are the same as Figure 1 (solid magenta
squares show Swift uvw2 observations that are not shown in
Figure 1). Solid lines show companion interaction model pre-
dictions in each filter (the lines have the same colors as the
corresponding symbols for each passband). The maximum
a posteriori model is shown via the single bold lines, while
other random draws from the posterior are shown as thin
transparent lines. The shaded area shows observations that
are excluded from the model fit. The overprediction of the
optical flux ∼13.7 d prior to TB,max suggests that compan-
ion interaction does not explain the early flash in SN 2019yvq
(see text).
bumps or linear rises (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017; Miller
et al. 2018).
Kasen (2010) notes several assumptions and approx-
imations in the derivation of the equations used to es-
timate the emission from the companion shock. It is
possible that the inclusion of more detailed physics, or
additional complexity in the analytic formulation of the
models,19 could better reconcile companion interaction
models with SN 2019yvq. Such improvements are be-
yond the scope of this paper, leading us to explore other
explanations for the early flash.
Following arguments from Kromer et al. (2016), the
evolution of SN 2019yvq after the UV flash also poses
a challenge to the companion-interaction scenario. In
the SD scenario the WD explodes at, or very near, the
Chandrasekhar mass. The leading mechanism for such
an explosion is the delayed detonation scenario, in which
the burning starts as a subsonic deflagration and later
transitions to a supersonic detonation (Khokhlov 1991).
19 For example, Kasen (2010) points out that the derived equation
for the luminosity of the shock interaction does not account for
the advected luminosity that would be seen in the observer frame.
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This scenario was explored in detail via numerous 3D ex-
plosion models in Seitenzahl et al. (2013), with radiative
transfer calculations of the resulting emission presented
in Sim et al. (2013). While the faintest models presented
in Sim et al. (2013) have a similar luminosity at peak as
SN 2019yvq, they feature Si II velocities that are signif-
icantly lower than SN 2019yvq. The Sim et al. models
with high Si II velocities are far too luminous to explain
SN 2019yvq. In addition to the delayed detonation sce-
nario, Chandrasekhar mass WDs can explode as pure
deflagrations. While the 56Ni yield and peak luminosity
of pure deflagrations is more in line with SN 2019yvq
than delayed detonation explosions, pure deflagrations
result in low expansion velocities and relatively weak
Si II absorption (e.g., Fink et al. 2014) meaning they
too provide a poor match to SN 2019yvq.
6.2. Ni Clumps in the SN Ejecta
SN 2018oh was observed with an exquisite 30 min ca-
dence by the Kepler spacecraft and showed a clearly
delineated linear rise in flux followed by a “standard” t2
power-law ∼4 d after tfl. Models with extended clumps
of 56Ni just below the WD surface have been proposed
as a possible explanation for the initial linear rise in
SN 2018oh (Shappee et al. 2019; Dimitriadis et al. 2019).
The models considered in Shappee et al. (2019) and
Dimitriadis et al. (2019), which build on the work of
Piro & Morozova (2016), only cover the first ∼10 d after
explosion and assume relatively simple grey opacities.
To further investigate this possibility, Magee & Maguire
(2020) recently performed more detailed radiative trans-
fer calculations for SNe Ia with extended clumps of 56Ni.
They then compared these models to SN 2018oh and
SN 2017cbv, another event with a clearly resolved bump
in the early light curve (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2017).
For SN 2019yvq we follow the procedure in Magee &
Maguire (2020) to model the early flash and rise of the
SN. As described in the beginning of §6, we generate a
“baseline” model that replicates the rise of SN 2019yvq
after the first two epochs of ZTF optical detections. Fol-
lowing the generation of this “baseline” model, we add
clumps of 56Ni to the outer layers of the SN ejecta, and
perform full radiative transfer calculations using TURTLS
(Magee et al. 2018).
We find that a model with a 0.02 M clump of
56Ni adequately matches the early optical evolution of
SN 2019yvq in the gZTF and rZTF-bands, as shown in
Figure 12 (the model overestimates the iZTF flux, which
is expected due to a simplifying assumption of a single,
sharp photosphere, see Magee & Maguire 2020 for fur-
ther details). In Figure 12, the Ni-clump models have
been offset by −0.1 mag to better match the observa-
tions. This offset is necessary as the Ni clump provides
some blanketing around maximum light, and the param-
eter space is too large to simultaneously optimize both
the central Ni mass and the clump Ni mass.
While a clump of 56Ni can produce an optical bump in
the light curve, the same challenges identified in Magee
& Maguire (2020) apply to SN 2019yvq. In particular,
an extended clump of 56Ni dramatically alters the ap-
pearance of the SN at maximum light. Figure 12 shows a
comparison of the observed spectra with our calculated
models. The Ni clump models feature strong blanketing
in the blue-optical region of the spectrum, which is sim-
ply not present in the observed spectra of SN 2019yvq.
We therefore conclude that Ni clumps cannot explain
the early flash seen in SN 2019yvq.
6.3. Double-Detonation Models
WDs that accrete a thin shell of He can explode via
a “double detonation” whereby explosive burning in the
He shell drives a shock into the C/O core of the WD.
This shock can ignite explosive C burning and trigger
a detonation that disrupts the entire star (e.g., Nomoto
1982a,b; Woosley & Weaver 1994). Such explosions are
even possible in C/O WDs that are well below the Chan-
drasekhar mass (see Fink et al. 2007, 2010 and references
therein).
Recent models of double-detonation explosions pre-
sented in Polin et al. (2019a) show that such explo-
sions can replicate several of the peculiar properties of
SN 2019yvq, including: the early UV/optical flash, a
blue to red to blue color transition, the moderately faint
optical peak, red colors at maximum, and a lack of IGE
in the early spectra.
The appearance of double-detonation SNe is effec-
tively determined by two properties: the mass of the
C/O core and the mass of the He shell. The total
mass of the system determines the central density of
the WD and thus the amount of synthesized 56Ni. The
56Ni mass directly controls both the peak luminosity
and the kinetic energy of the explosion. High mass
WDs (& 1.1M) create enough 56Ni (MNi & 0.5M) to
produce large (& 14,000 km s−1) photospheric velocities
and reach normal brightness for a SN Ia, while low mass
WDs (. 0.9M) exhibit lower photospheric velocities
(. 10,000 km s−1) and produce less 56Ni, therefore peak-
ing at fainter luminosities (Polin et al. 2019a). That we
see both a high Si II velocity and a low peak luminosity
in SN 2019yvq presents a challenge for the Polin et al.
(2019a) double-detonation models (see their Figure 11).
Furthermore, thick He shells (MHe & 0.05M) produce
more pronounced UV/optical flashes shortly after explo-
sion, particularly in conjunction with lower mass WDs,
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Figure 12. Comparison of SN 2019yvq and our model with a clump of 56Ni in the outer ejecta. For the comparison we have
adopted a model explosion time texp = tfl − 0.8 d. Left : Photometric comparison between SN 2019yvq and the model. Symbols
are the same as Figure 1. The clump model is shown via solid lines, while the best-fit model for the “normal” rise is shown
as dashed lines. The clump models have been offset by −0.1 mag to account for the blanketing due to the clump (see text).
The Ni-clump model provides an adequate match to the flash in the gZTF and rZTF bands. Right : Spectroscopic comparison
between SN 2019yvq and the model. Observed spectra of SN 2019yvq are shown in blue, with phases marked relative to TB,max,
whereas the model spectra are shown in dark grey, with phases marked relative to the modeled time of explosion. The modeled
spectra have been smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky & Golay 1964). While an extended clump of 56Ni in the SN
ejecta can produce an early optical flash, it leads to strong blanketing in the blue portion of the optical spectra (λ . 4400 A˚)
that is not observed around maximum light in SN 2019yvq.
while thin He shells (MHe . 0.02M) produce a more
extreme color inversion in the days after explosion.
We have attempted to model the evolution of
SN 2019yvq as a double-detonation explosion, following
the procedure in Polin et al. (2019a). We have specifi-
cally focused on matching the photometric evolution (as
noted above no models create high-velocity ejecta and
underluminous optical peaks), with particular attention
to the colors during the early flash and at maximum
light. We find that a model with MC/O = 0.92M
C/O core and a MHe = 0.04M He shell best match
SN 2019yvq, as shown in Figure 13.
While this model adequately matches the evolution
of SN 2019yvq in the rZTF filter, the predictions in the
gZTF and iZTF bands do not match what is observed.
We show for the first time that there is an expected UV
flash associated with these double-detonation models,
however, our best fit model underestimates the flux that
was observed in the UV.
Synthesized spectra from our double-detonation
model exhibit features that are not seen in SN 2019yvq.
The model spectra are dominated by Si II absorption,
and show high-velocity absorption due to O I and Ca II,
similar to SN 2019yvq. For our best-fit model, however,
the Si II velocities are too slow, the Si II λ5972 absorp-
tion is too strong, and the S II absorption too weak.
Nuclear burning in the He shell creates heavy elements
in the outermost ejecta of double-detonation explosions,
leading to deep Ti II troughs and other blanketing in
the blue-optical portion of the spectrum. Our model
exhibits a strong Ti II absorption trough blueward of
∼4400 A˚ (see the texp + 9.25 d spectrum in Figure 13).
As was the case for models with extended clumps of
56Ni, the lack of such absorption in SN 2019yvq poses a
challenge for the double-detonation model.
With observations that probe a previously unexplored
phase in the evolution of such explosions, SN 2019yvq
provides an opportunity to determine where the double-
detonation models must improve. It is possible that
such improvements could lead to better agreement with
SN 2019yvq. For instance, the nuclear reaction networks
and 1D models in Polin et al. (2019a) always burn the He
shells to nuclear statistical equilibrium. It is not unrea-
sonable to think that 2D or 3D models, with a more so-
phisticated nuclear reaction network, would create more
IMEs and less IGEs in the He shell, and that the ratio of
the two created in the shell could be highly dependent
upon the line of sight (initial work along these lines is
presented in Gronow et al. 2020, however, the nuclear
yields are only mildly different from 1D models). This
could explain the lack of IGEs and strong Si II absorp-
tion seen in the early spectra, while less IGEs in the
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Figure 13. Comparison of SN 2019yvq to a double-detonation model with a C/O core mass MC/O = 0.92M and He shell mass
MHe = 0.04M (i.e., MWD = 0.96M). For the comparison we have adopted a model explosion time texp = tfl − 0.72 d. Left :
Photometric comparison between SN 2019yvq and the model. Symbols are the same as Figure 1. The double-detonation model
provides a good match to the rZTF-band evolution, though the flux in the gZTF and iZTF bands is under- and overpredicted,
respectively. The UV emission is also underestimated by the double-detonation model. Right : Spectroscopic comparison between
SN 2019yvq and the model. Observed spectra of SN 2019yvq are shown in blue, with phases marked relative to TB,max, whereas
the model spectra are shown in dark grey, with phases marked relative to the modeled time of explosion. The modeled spectra
have been smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter (Savitzky & Golay 1964). The photospheric velocity in the double-detonation
model is lower than what is observed in SN 2019yvq, and the models feature more absorption and blanketing in the blue portion
of the optical than what is observed.
outer layers would also reduce some of the line blan-
keting seen around maximum light. This would lead
to less reprocessing of blue photons, perhaps creating
better agreement between the models and photometry,
particularly in the gZTF band. The velocity discrepancy
could also potentially be explained as a line-of-sight ef-
fect. If the ignition of the WD occurred off center, then
the ejecta aligned with the site of the initial He igni-
tion may receive a boost in velocity (e.g., Kromer et al.
2010). The discrepancies in the UV are less worrisome.
While we show a qualitative UV flash, the magnitude
of this flash will be highly sensitive to the precise tem-
perature and composition in the very outer most ejecta,
and thus any of the changes discussed above could easily
boost the model flux in the UV.
6.4. Violent Mergers and Circumstellar Interaction
Piro & Morozova (2016) show that circumstellar ma-
terial in the vicinity of a WD at the time of explosion
can give rise to an early flash or bump in the SN Ia light
curve. Using a 1D toy model, with an assumed circum-
stellar density profile ∝ r−3 and grey opacities, Piro &
Morozova (2016) find that the peak of the early emission
is roughly proportional to the extent of the circumstellar
material, while the duration of the flash is proportional
to the square root of the circumstellar mass. While the
brightest model from Piro & Morozova (2016) has a flash
brightness that peaks at MV ≈ −15 mag, circumstellar
material that extends beyond ∼1012 cm could give rise
to a flash that peaks at Mg . −16.4 mag, as is observed
in SN 2019yvq.
There are few proposed WD explosion models that
produce dense circumstellar material in the vicinity of
the WD at the time of explosion. A notable exception is
the violent merger, so called because the thermonuclear
explosion happens while the merger is still ongoing, of
two C/O WDs (Pakmor et al. 2010, 2011, 2012). DD
mergers should produce a wide variety of circumstellar
configurations depending on the initial parameters of
the inspiralling binary, which would, in turn, produce
different signals shortly after explosion (e.g., Raskin &
Kasen 2013; Levanon & Soker 2019).20
Given the vast parameter space populated by differ-
ent circumstellar configurations, we are going to proceed
under the (potentially poor) assumption that such in-
teraction could reproduce the UV/optical flash seen in
SN 2019yvq. Following this assumption, a relevant ques-
20 Indeed, the large number of potential configurations makes it very
difficult to rule out or select any specific circumstellar interaction
scenario.
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tion is – can violent mergers reproduce the properties of
SN 2019yvq in the days before and weeks after TB,max?
In Kromer et al. (2016), the violent merger of two C/O
WDs with masses of 0.9 and 0.76M produced simi-
lar rise and maximum-light properties to iPTF 14atg,
the other SN Ia with an observed early UV flash. A
comparison of SN 2019yvq to the low-metallicity model
from Kromer et al. (2016), which provides a good match
to iPTF 14atg, is shown in Figure 14.21 We show that
model here to illustrate the qualitative behavior of such
a merger, it is not meant to provide an optimal match to
SN 2019yvq. The Kromer et al. model was not designed
to fit the early UV flash in iPTF 14atg.
The photometric evolution of this violent merger
model qualitatively matches SN 2019yvq: (i) a mod-
erately faint peak in the optical (−17.6 mag & Mg &
−18.2 mag, depending on the viewing angle), (ii) red
g − r colors at peak, and (iii) a lack of a secondary
maximum in the i-band. Furthermore, the spectra lack
significant IGE absorption in the days after explosion
(right panel of Figure 14), as is observed in SN 2019yvq.
Interestingly, the violent merger model does show a de-
crease in the relative strength of the Si II λ5972 absorp-
tion with time, similar to SN 2019yvq and unlike the
other models considered here. A critical difference be-
tween SN 2019yvq and violent merger models, is that the
merger models tend to produce relatively low expansion
velocities (e.g., Pakmor et al. 2010; Kromer et al. 2013,
2016). Indeed, this is one of the stark differences be-
tween SN 2019yvq and iPTF 14atg, as iPTF 14atg had
a Si II λ6355 absorption velocity of ∼7,500 km s−1 at
peak, or roughly half that observed in SN 2019yvq. It is
also clear from Figure 14 that the violent merger model
from Kromer et al. (2016) exhibits weaker IME absorp-
tion than what is seen in SN 2019yvq.
It is clear that additional modeling, likely of a differ-
ent WD binary configuration, is needed to better match
SN 2019yvq. For example, it is known that a higher
mass primary WD can produce more 56Ni, and hence a
brighter optical peak (e.g., Pakmor et al. 2012), which
would be more in line with SN 2019yvq. If, at the same
time, the mass of the secondary were slightly decreased,
then the kinetic energy of the ejecta would increase, per-
haps bringing the model velocity of Si II and other IMEs
in line with SN 2019yvq. It would also be beneficial to
track the unbound material following the DD merger,
to see if the collision between this material and the SN
ejecta can replicate the early UV/optical flash seen in
21 Upon publication, the viewing angle dependent spectra of this
merger model will be made available on the Heidelberg Supernova
Model Archive (HESMA, Kromer et al. 2017).
SN 2019yvq. If this feature can readily be recreated,
it is possible that a violent merger is responsible for
SN 2019yvq.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented observations of the spectacular
SN 2019yvq, the second observed SN Ia to exhibit a clear
UV/optical flash in its early evolution. Despite this
dazzling, declarative display announcing SN 2019yvq as
a unique event among the thousands of SNe Ia that
have previously been cataloged, we find that SN 2019yvq
would be considered unusual even if the early flash had
been missed.
The photometric evolution of SN 2019yvq resembles
that of the intermediate 86G-like subclass of SNe Ia.
With a moderately faint peak in the optical (Mg ≈
−18.5 mag), relatively fast decline [∆m15(g) = 1.3 mag],
and lack of a secondary maximum in the iZTF fil-
ter, SN 2019yvq is clearly distinguished photometrically
from normal SNe Ia. These photometric properties typ-
ically correspond to Branch Cool SNe, yet the spec-
troscopic evolution of SN 2019yvq does not match such
events. SN 2019yvq is a Branch Broad Line SN, with
relatively weak Si II λ5972 absorption and large Si II ve-
locities. Furthermore, our TARDIS spectral models show
little to no IGE present in the outer layers of the SN
ejecta, which further distinguishes SN 2019yvq, even rel-
ative to other Branch Broad Line SNe. The fact that
SN 2019yvq exhibits high-velocity Si II λ6355 absorp-
tion and an underluminous peak sets it apart from other
SNe Ia.
We have found that building a consistent physi-
cal model to explain all of the observed properties of
SN 2019yvq is challenging. Most models either replicate
the early flash but fail to reproduce the observed behav-
ior around maximum light, or vice versa.
We have examined four models in detail to try
to explain the dramatic early UV/optical peak in
SN 2019yvq, including: the collision of the SN ejecta
with a nondegenerate companion (e.g., Kasen 2010),
extended clumps of 56Ni in the outer layers of the
SN ejecta (e.g., Magee & Maguire 2020), the double-
detonation explosion of a sub-Chandrasekhar mass WD
(e.g., Polin et al. 2019a), and the violent merger of
two sub-Chandrasekhar mass WDs (e.g., Kromer et al.
2016).
The SN ejecta-companion models, which can easily
replicate the early UV flash from SN 2019yvq, simul-
taneously overpredict the optical flux at similar epochs.
Models with extended clumps of 56Ni produce significant
blanketing in the blue-optical region of the spectrum.
While the double-detonation model produces an early
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Figure 14. Comparison of SN 2019yvq to the low metallicity (Z = 0.01Z) violent merger model of a 0.9M WD and 0.76M
WD from Kromer et al. (2016). This model provides a good match to iPTF 14atg, and therefore significantly underestimates the
brightness of SN 2019yvq. For the comparison we have adopted a model explosion time texp = tfl − 1.92 d. Thin lines represent
one of 100 sightlines, while the bold lines represent a single sightline for illustrative purposes. Left : Photometric comparison
between SN 2019yvq and the model. Symbols are the same as Figure 1. The shaded area shows the UV/optical flash from
SN 2019yvq, which was not modeled by Kromer et al. (2016). Despite the underestimated optical flux, the qualitative behavior
of the violent merger model, including red gZTF−rZTF colors at peak and a lack of secondary maximum in the iZTF-band do
match SN 2019yvq. Right : Spectroscopic comparison between SN 2019yvq and the violent merger model. Observed spectra of
SN 2019yvq are shown in blue, with phases marked relative to TB,max, whereas the model spectra are shown as thin grey lines.
The thick black line highlights a specific viewing angle. The modeled spectra have been smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter
(Savitzky & Golay 1964). The photospheric velocity in the violent merger model features lower velocities than SN 2019yvq,
while the strength of the the IME absorption is weaker in the models than what is observed.
flash and rZTF evolution that provides a good match
to SN 2019yvq, it too produces blanketing that is too
strong relative to the blue optical spectra and features
absorption velocities that are much lower than what is
observed. The specific WD merger model from Kromer
et al. (2016) that we compare to SN 2019yvq does a poor
job of replicating the observations. Many of the qualita-
tive features match, however, so it is not unreasonable
to think that with some tuning (e.g., higher mass WDs)
the merger model could better reflect what is observed
in SN 2019yvq.
While we have focused on explaining the spectac-
ular UV flash, we were also unable to identify any
models that match the maximum-light properties of
SN 2019yvq. One possibility to explain the low 56Ni
yield and large Si II velocities would be to terminate
a lot of the nuclear burning at IMEs, which, in turn,
would result in a relatively low fraction of IGE. Such a
scenario may be possible at low central densities, which
would keep the IGE fraction in the ejecta low, if enough
material burns (in order to release a sufficient amount of
energy to accelerate the ejecta to high velocities). Fur-
ther work is needed, however, to know whether such a
scenario could be produced by realistic binaries in na-
ture.
Nebular spectra of SN 2019yvq will play a crucial role
in disambiguating between these various scenarios. If
the ejecta have collided with a nondegenerate compan-
ion, then they will have stripped some surface material
from the companion, which will be revealed via nar-
row Balmer lines in the nebular phase (e.g., Wheeler
et al. 1975). Alternatively, Polin et al. (2019b) re-
cently showed that low mass (MWD . 1.0M) double-
detonation explosions do not create a significant amount
of IGEs in their core. This relative lack of IGEs means
that [Ca II] provides the best pathway for the ejecta to
cool, and as a result strong [Ca II] λλ7291, 7324 emis-
sion is expected in the nebular phase. Finally, violent
mergers are expected to exhibit narrow [O I] λλ6300,
6364 emission in their nebular spectra, as unburned O
from the disrupted WD is present at low velocities in
the central ejecta (Taubenberger et al. 2013; Kromer
et al. 2016). Each of these predictions are unique to the
scenarios discussed here.
The critical challenge moving forward in understand-
ing SN 2019yvq-like events is the rapid acquisition of
UV observations shortly after explosion. ZTF, and other
22 Miller et al.
similar surveys (ATLAS, ASAS-SN; Tonry 2011; Holoien
et al. 2017), have demonstrated the ability to routinely
find extremely young SNe Ia. Following this the chal-
lenge is to (i) recognize these events as likely SNe Ia at
the epoch of discovery (i.e., without a significant delay to
obtain a spectroscopic classification) and (ii) promptly
obtain Swift photometry. While the presence of an early
UV flash may be intrinsically rare, in the past ∼7 yr it
has only been observed twice, it seems more likely that
the above process (discovery, classification, Swift ToO)
is highly incomplete. Furthermore, if a typical UV flash
is either less luminous or of a shorter duration than what
was observed in iPTF 14atg and SN 2019yvq, then the
chain of events leading to Swift observations may be in-
sufficient to regularly capture such a signal. It would
be far more efficient to search for such flashes directly
using a wide-field UV telescope (e.g., Sagiv et al. 2014).
Only after extremely early UV observations become as
routine as the discoveries themselves will we be able to
statistically constrain the models discussed herein and,
as a result, answer fundamental questions about the na-
ture of SN Ia progenitors.
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